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Abstract

The popularity of digital games is undeniable. There are numerous studies on digital games based learning (DGBL) which demonstrate the increased interest in digital games among students. Conversely, there has been a significant decline of interest in learning science. DGBL merges principles and strategies from the game and education fields. It is believed the combination of these two fields would enhance interest in learning science as well as assist students to understand highly conceptual subjects such as Chemistry. However, researchers face challenges to integrate principles of games into educational theories which are often too broad to be implemented in DGBL development. As such, this conceptual paper tries to discuss the potential of merging game principles and learning strategies in DGBL for teaching science concepts.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Students’ lack of interest in science subjects such as Chemistry, Physics and Biology is an on-going debatable issue since before we can remember. The issue is faced by both developed and developing countries. A report by Daiichi Sankyo (2011) mentioned that only 5% of students in United States of undergraduate levels pursue their studies in Science related programmes. Another report by STEMTech alliance (2009) reported that only 22% of students in Massachusetts, United States showed interests to further their studies in science related programmes. In England, students’ interest toward Science subjects has declined when the students entered secondary schools (Barnby, Kind, & Jones, 2008).

In Malaysia, decline of interest toward Science subjects is a continuous debatable issue. According to Zanaton, Lilai, and Kamisah (2006), students’ interest toward science subjects was declining. 6 years later, students’ interest toward science subjects continuously decreasing: Number of Science students in Malaysian secondary schools consisted of only 29%. The numbers are far from Malaysian ministry of education target that is to have 60% of science stream students (Ruhaiza, 2012). Issue lack of interest in Science subjects is undeniable. The issue is crucial as science has been considered as the driving force of economy development by many countries (Logan & Skamp, 2007).

2.0 COMPLEXITY OF SCIENCE SUBJECTS

Many factors contribute to students’ lack of interest in science subjects. However, this paper focuses only on complexity of science subjects that leads to students’ lack of interest in science.
Science subjects demand students’ higher level of thinking: Students are expected to understand the underlying concept of each science subject using critical thinking (Yang, 2010). Consequently, this has caused difficulties among students to understand science subjects including the basic knowledge of science.

Besides that, significance of science subjects in students’ routines live has been one of the major factors that contribute to students’ lack of interest toward Science. Many students thought that it is impossible to relate science in daily life (Yang, 2010; Logan & Skamp, 2007). On top of that, significance of science outside of classrooms plays main factor in determining students’ interest toward science subjects in their higher education level. (Ahmad Nurulazam, Rohandi, & Azman, 2010). Although previous studies indicated that students’ interest toward science closely related to the students’ ability to relate Science in their informal surrounding, the factor only viable during primary school level. However, when entering secondary school level, students’ attitude and interest in science rely on the students’ experiences of learning science in classroom environment (Barmby, Kind, & Jones, 2008). This suggests that both inside and outside of school environment are important in learning science subjects.

Complexity of science subjects can be solved through appropriate use of Information communication technology (ICT) equipment. It is believed ICT usage could hinder students’ decline of interest in science subject (Varley, Murphy, & Veale, 2011; Logan & Skamp, 2007). One of the solutions is through digital game integration in formal education setting.

3.0 DIGITAL GAME

Entertainment Software Association (2005) estimated that there are 35% of computer game players aged 18 and below. Almost one third of digital content purchased by consumers in year 2010 consisted of games and it generated billions dollars profit. In Malaysia, both primary and secondary school students admitted that they play digital games. Among these respondents, 96% of male and 90% of female students had been reported play digital games inside and outside of school area (Rubijesmin, 2007). Students’ interest toward games has attracted education professions to integrate game play in education setting. Although the notion of digital game integration in education seems interesting, execution of the idea is challenging. Game is produced solely for entertainment sake. While education is meant to teach, careful consideration should be made when merging these two domains.

3.1 Definition of Game and Digital Game Based Learning

Game definition varies: There is no one standard definition of game could be found. According to Clark & Mayer (2011), game is “an online environment that involves a competitive activity with a challenge to achieve a goal, a set of rules and constraints, and a specific context” (p.461). In a different study, Huang (2010) defined game as digital or non-digital environment where players compete to achieve goals of game by following the game’s criteria. Rieber (2005) described that game involves human interaction with multimedia elements but the level of interaction is higher than normal multimedia courseware. The interaction is also based on specific rules and guidelines. As visualized in Figure 1, Prensky defined game as ‘organized play’ (2001, p.119). Although there is no one standard definition used to describe game, the similarities of game definitions could be identified. In this article, game is defined as an interaction of one or more than one player with multimedia components. The interaction is based on specific rules where a player has to follow in order to achieve goals of a game.

The term digital game based learning (DGBL) was first introduced by Prensky (2001). In general, digital game based learning is defined as the usage of electronic games for learning intention (Thang, Hanneghan, & Rhalibi, 2009). In addition, DGBL that has been produced must be based on any educational content such as chemistry and mathematics. By end of the game playing session, students are expected to achieve specific learning objectives. Students’ achievements can be assessed during the game play or by end of the game playing session (Huang, 2010).

Both game and digital game based learning have almost similar definitions. The differences of these two terms are the purpose: Game is developed solely for entertainment sake while digital game based learning is developed to educate new knowledge and skills to game players or students. In this paper, game and DGBL will be used interchangeably.

3.2 Previous Studies in Digital Game Based Learning

Studies related to DGBL is increasing; These studies involved various subjects include Physics, Mathematics, Geography, and Computer Science (Demirbilek & Tamer 2010; Sadiq, 2010; Tüüzün, Yılmaz-Soylu, Karakus, Inal & Kızılkaya, 2009; Çankayaa, & Karameteb 2009; Papastergiou, 2009; Kebritchi, 2008; Neimeyer, 2006).

Much studies in DGBL showed positive results in students’ learning. Finding from digital game based learning studies in Mathematics reported that students’ performance in the subject had increased. Besides that, students’ motivation and interest toward Mathematics also showed positive outcomes (Demirbilek & Tamer 2010; Çankayaa, & Karameteb 2009; Neimeyer, 2006). In a different study, students’ performance in Physics had increased when learning using digital game based learning approach (Sadiq, 2010). Study conducted in effectiveness of digital game based learning impact in computer science subject reported that DGBL had potential in helping students to learn conceptual knowledge such as learning concept of computer memory (Papastergiou, 2009). Papastergiou also explained that students were more motivated to learn computer science subject using DGBL approach. Based on positive results showed from the previous studies, it proves potential of digital game play in education. Although previous studies showed positive results in digital game based learning, thorough plan should be considered when designing digital game based learning product. According to Clark & Mayer (2011), “Yes, simulation and game do teach, but the lesson learned is always not the intended one” (p. 16).

3.3 Current Used of Apps in Education

Game industry has continuously evolved especially with the rapid growth of handheld device such as smart phone, tablet and note book: Software applications known as apps refer to various types of software applications including game applications that are downloadable from internet into handheld device (Kinsey, 2011).
Apple.com reported that 10 billion of apps have been downloaded from Apple App Store alone.

Although apps have been utilized by mobile owners, its usage, research and development in education context can be considered relatively new (Felicello, 2011). Previous studies related to apps in education reported that English language learning such as reading and learning vocabulary is the most studied and researched area (Felicello, 2011). Besides learning English language, study conducted in Mathematics app has been reported (Payne, 2007): The quantitative study reported that the mathematics app is effective for students in high poverty schools. Another study reported that app in Probability topic had increased students’ engagement toward the topic and also at the same time increase students’ self-learning ability (Atan, , 2010). In a study conducted by Hansel, Phimmavong, Phengsoph, Phompila, and Homduangpachan (2010), on teaching students about nature conservation, results showed 21% improvement during the posttest. A quasi-experimental study conducted in mobile game based learning in learning history of medieval Amsterdam showed that students are more engaged and gained more knowledge than those who did not learn using the game based learning apps (Huizenga, Admiraal, Akkerman, & Dam, 2009).

Researchers of the previous studies justified that apps were used as part of their research as apps act as an enabler to provide an ubiquitous and self-paced learning environment for students. Besides that, as most students are equipped with hand-held device, educational apps are seen as an appropriate approach to teach students using technology platform that students are already familiar with (Redd, 2011).

4.0 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF DIGITAL GAME BASED LEARNING

Applying learning theories and strategies in developing any medium of learning instruction including game is necessary. Applications that are developed based on strong educational theories would increase the application potential in helping students to learn. However, the process of merging education theories and game principles is an issue that is yet to be solved: There is no standard procedure to combine these two areas (Prensky, 2001b). In this study, common game criteria, Clark & Mayer (2011) Principle of game and Gagne nine events of instruction are merged as framework for the study.

4.1 Common Game Criteria

Game is usually developed based on a set of criteria. Most common game criteria consisted of play, culture, rule and goal. Play relates to players’ involvement during game play that includes interaction and obstacles. While rules refer to game levels: Game levels usually indicate difficulty stages that player has to overcome in order to achieve the game goals. The last criterion is culture. Culture portrays each game context: It has the ability to affect players’ emotion and believability during game play (Thang, Hanneghan, & Rhalibi, 2009). In a different study, Mayer and Johnson (2010) added collective as the fourth common criteria. Collective denotes that any decision made during game play from previous level will affect player’s state of current level. This implies cause and effect for every decision made during game play session. Most games are developed based on these criteria. The last important common criterion of game is goal: Goal refers to target that should be achieved by users when playing games such as collect most gold coins or to save princess. These criteria motivate game players to keep playing games (Prensky, 2001). As shown in Figure 2, these common criteria will be used as a basis for the conceptual framework proposed in this paper.

Figure 2  Common criteria of game implemented in the study

4.2 Clark and Mayer Principle of Game

Clark and Mayer Principle of Games (Clark & Mayer, 2011) have been created for DGBL. According to Clark and Mayer, these principles have been developed based on empirical researches done by previous researchers. The principles are believed could optimize students’ learning potential in digital game based learning environment.

Clark and Mayer (2011) listed six principles of games: “(1) Match game types to learning goals, (2) make learning essential to game progress, (3) build in proven instructional strategies, (4) build in guidance and structure, (5) manage complexity, (6) and make relevance salient” (p.381). The first principle suggests that learning goals or objectives should be the basis of any digital game based learning. Next principle recommends that students’ learning during game play should be paralleled with learning goals of digital game based learning. The third principle recommends adoption of learning strategies that have been well research: Rather than reinvent the wheel, Clark and Mayer suggest game developers to adopt well known learning strategies into digital game based learning. One of the examples includes provide explanatory feedback that are relevant, sufficient and descriptive to game players. The fourth principle is built in guidance and structure. Unlike most authentic game that focuses solely on entertainment and self-exploration, digital game based learning should avoid self-discovery learning. Besides that, digital game based learning should be equipped with sufficient audio visual aids. Audio visual aids should be designed in concise and precise manner. This is to ensure knowledge would be imparted to students during game play session. The fifth principle is managing complexity. Managing complexity includes provide students with pre-game session to help students to get familiar with the digital game based learning. Besides pre-game session, digital game based learning should be developed from easy to most difficult level. On top of that, like any e-learning content, digital game based learning should be developed with appropriate pace. The pace depends on type of knowledge and target audience. The last principle is to ensure relevance of digital game based learning to students. Students should be made aware that the game play is not merely for entertainment sake but most importantly to learn new knowledge.

Although the game principles have been created as guidelines in digital game based learning instruction, the guidelines can be considered general. A step-by-step guidance for digital game based learning instruction is needed especially to novice digital game based learning creator. Therefore, Gagne’s nine events of instructions have been selected to be merged with principle of simulation and games. Gagne’s nine event of instructions have been selected as the learning strategies effectiveness have been empirically proven effective and it is well implemented in other digital game based learning research too.
4.3 Gagne Nine Events of Instruction

Gagne’s nine events of instructions reside under cognitive educational learning theories family. In cognitive perspective, students’ ability to process information presented to them during game play would be the main focus of learning. There are two types of learning outcomes should be evaluated when using Gagne or any cognitive approaches: Knowledge and Skills. Under knowledge stage, students should be able to remember information presented to them during game play. Where else, a higher level of thinking is expected under skills: Students should be able to solve problem and make decision during game play activities (Mountain, 2009a). Gagne’s condition of learning theory implementation in digital game based learning could increase students’ learning effectiveness (Becker, 2005). There are nine events of instruction suggested by Gagne when transferring knowledge to students. The nine instructions are (1) Gaining attention (2) Informing learner objective (3) Stimulating recall of prior learning (4) Presenting the stimulus (5) Providing learner guidance (6) Eliciting performance (7) Providing feedback (8) Assessing performance and (9) Enhancing retention and transfer.

Gagne’s condition of learning theory has been well applied in multimedia educational applications and it is believed that digital game based learning development with Gagne’s condition of learning approach would produce better learning result (Gunter, Kenny, & Vick, 2006). The theory is suitable in digital game based learning approach in many subject areas including in science subjects (Teh, Wan Ismail, & Toh, 2010). An example of game that used Gagne’s condition of learning as one of the approach is Pokemon game to develop reading skills. The game had been reported able to develop pre-school students reading skills (Becker, 2007). In a different study, it had been found that high school students with average and below average academic level achieved higher results when learning through digital game based learning that had been developed based on sound learning theories include Gagne’s condition of learning (Teh, Wan Ismail, & Toh, 2010). Another digital game based learning that had been developed using Gagne’s condition of learning was a game for civil engineering subject master level students (Ebner & Holzinger, 2007): Researchers of the study found that students enjoyed learning during the game play. Results from the study also showed that students who experienced the digital game based learning approach produced at least similar results with students who only experienced conventional classroom teaching approach of the subject.

Gagne sequence of instruction has been developed to assist educators to structure their lessons that would produce effective learning and subsequently produce positive learning outcomes from students (Mountain, 2009a). Unlike conventional lesson that can adopt the instructions in sequential manner, the art of adopting and implementing Gagne in game varies. These steps can be merged and integrated (Becker, 2007). Digital content creation that is developed based Gagne Nine event of instruction would produce dynamic learning (Mountain, 2009b). Development of digital game based learning that integrates Gagne Nine Events of instruction is important to ensure the quality of the produced digital game based learning.

5.0 MERGING OF GAMES AND INSTRUCTIONS DGBL

There is no one standard practice to implement theories in digital game based learning. In this paper, all the theories are listed in Table 1: Elements reside in each theory are defined and understood by authors of the study as explained earlier in the same section of this article. Elements that have similar meaning and functions are grouped together.

In this paper a conceptual framework of DGBL is proposed by merging Clark and Mayer’s game principles, Gagne nine events of instruction and common game criteria. The framework is proposed due to increase research interest in DGBL. At the same time, there is limited existing framework in DGBL especially in Science subjects. In this paper, the proposed framework is known as Conceptual Framework of Digital Game Based Learning (DGBL). Figure 3 represents general concept of the conceptual framework. The proposed framework consists of five interrelated components. It is believes the integration of these components would facilitate learning, optimize learning and ensure students’ achievement.

5.1 Context

Context of game has similar definition and function with culture in game common criteria (Table 1). In the proposed DGBL framework, Context phrase has been used to replace Culture as the phrase provides an unambiguous definition. Based on Clark and Mayer’s Game Principles, game context should be created with clarity and significance to target players. In other words, content of DGBL and target users should be appropriately determined when developing game instruction in DGBL. Content does not only refer to knowledge such as Chemistry but it also includes activity, feedbacks and interaction. All these should be developed in context with target users and content.

5.2 Goal

Goal shares similar meaning to learning objective in Gagne Nine Events of Instructions. Most digital games create goals for players to achieve: Examples of goal in games are to collect the most gold coins or to save a princess lock in tower. Similar to learning environment, all learning should start with learning objectives. Learning objectives refer to knowledge that is expected to be acquired by students at the end of learning session. Both goal and learning objective shares similar meaning that is target set for players and students to achieve. In Conceptual Framework of Digital Game Based Learning (DGBL), goal refers to DGBL educational target that should be achieved by players during game play session.

Goal components comprise of (1) match game type to learning goal, (2) informing learner objective, (3) gaining attention (4) and stimulating recall of prior learning. In the proposed framework, match game type to learning goal refers to the act of identifying genre of game that suite learning objective and instruction. The second component is informing learning objective that means to
make explicit the expectation that is expected toward students who play the DGBL. Unlike conventional learning, learning objective is informed by teacher in face-to-face mode, in DGBL learning objective is informed beginning of a game through trailer, storytelling or animation form. The next component is gain attention. Gain attention is important to capture students’ interest to play the game. The last component is stimulating recall of prior learning. As some DGBL would require prerequisite knowledge from students, it is important to inform students’ prior knowledge in the introduction stage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common Game Criteria</th>
<th>Principle of Simulation and Games</th>
<th>Gagne’s Nine Events of Instructions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Goal</td>
<td>1. Match game types to learning goals</td>
<td>1. Gaining attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Play</td>
<td>2. Make learning essential to game progress</td>
<td>2. Informing learner objective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Manage complexity</td>
<td>5. Providing learner guidance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Make relevance salient</td>
<td>6. Eliciting performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7. Providing feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8. Assessing performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9. Enhancing retention and transfer.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.3 Feature

Feature refers to other instructional components that should be included in DGBL. In the proposed framework Feature comprises of (1) build in proven instructional strategies, (2) build in guidance and structure; (3) make learning essential to game progress and (4) simple to complex. These components are based on Clark and Mayer’s principle of games. The first attribute of Feature that is built in proven instructional strategies is development of game based on existing learning strategies such as explanatory feedback and self-explanation question. In authentic digital game, instructional strategies are not needed as the game is created solely for entertainment. But in DGBL, instructional strategy elements are in need to ensure learning does occur during game play. The second attribute of Feature is Built in guidance and structure: The attribute refers to assistance that should be integrated in DGBL. Clark and Mayer (2011) suggest guidance should comprise of visual, verbal explanation and avoidance of self-discovery learning. The third attribute is make learning essential to game progress. This attribute refers to ensuring knowledge that students gained are appropriate with the intended goal. The final attribute is simple to complex: Level of game difficulties should start from the easy stage.

### 5.4 Interaction

Interaction refers to interaction between player and game during game play session. This component also refers to game play session. In this stage, students gain knowledge while interacting with DGBL application. Interaction comprises of practice, presenting stimulus, feedback and assessing performance. All these attributes reflect interaction activities that occur during game play session. Practice refers to providing students with trial session before students play the real DGBL. This is to help students to get familiar with the game environment and features. The second attribute is presenting stimulus: This is actually the game play session or active participation in the game. The third attribute is feedback that refers to points gained or deducted whenever students make correct or wrong decision. The last attribute is assessing performance: This attribute refers to exam or test. In DGBL context, students’ performance is assessed the whole game play session.

### 5.5 Apply

The last component of the proposed framework is Apply. It refers to application of new knowledge gained during learning to outside learning environment. In DGBL environment, Apply or enhancing retention and transfer happens when students or DGBL players are able to apply knowledge they have gained in current level into the next level. This act would increase students’ retention toward the learned knowledge. At the same time it provides students with a meaningful learning when they are able to apply new knowledge in the next game level.

### 6.0 CONCLUSION

In all, this concept paper had aimed to describe issues and factors that lead to DGBL integration in education especially in science subjects. Most importantly this study had identified and discussed the potential of game common criteria, Clark and Mayer’s Principle of Game and Gagne Nine Events in DGBL. A conceptual framework of DGBL has been proposed based on these theories. The proposed conceptual framework could be used to implement game based learning instruction. However, further studies are in need to prove the conceptual framework effectiveness. Future studies will be conducted to implement and investigated the proposed framework.
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